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SIGHT
colorblind
astigmatism
black and white
bright
brightness
colored contacts
dazzling
nearsighted
the binoculars
the blind person
the braille
the color
the contact lenses, the
contacts
the cornea
the dark
the darkness
the eye exam
the eye's color
the eyes
the glasses
the guide dog
the light
the look
the magnifying glass
the microscope
the night vision
the polarized sunglasses
the pupil
the retina
the sight
the sunglasses
the telescope
the view, the panorama
the vision
USEFUL VERBS
to appear
to blind
to blink

to catch a glimpse of
to dazzle
to disappear
to examine
to glance at
to light up
to look at
to observe
to peek at
to reappear
to see
to squint
to stare at
to study closely
to watch
to watch tv
to wink

the headset
the hearing aid
the Hearing-impaired
the intercom
the loudspeaker
the MP3 player
the noise
the radio
the silence
the song
the soud
the sound barrier
the thunder
the voice
the whisper

HEARING

to be silent/quiet
to buzz
to creak
to deafen
to hear
to hum
to listen to
to prick up one's ears
to ring
to rustle
to sing
to snore
to thunder
to whisper
to whistle

audible
acute hearing
buzzing
CD player
crackling
creaking
deaf
deafening
hard of hearing
hearing
loud
low
low-pitched
melodious
noisy
racket (fam)
ringing
sharp, high-pitched
silent
the earphones
the earplugs
the ears
the echo
the explosion
the faint
the headphones
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USEFUL VERBS

TOUCH
a blow
fluffy
hard
hot
numb
rough
silky
smooth
soft
the cold

the fingertips
the handshake
the skin
the stroke

to sugar / to sweeten
to swallow
to taste
to taste of

warm

SMELL

USEFUL VERBS

fragrant
odorless
pungent
scented
smoky
stinking
the aroma
the fragrance
the nose
the nostrils
the odour
the perfume
the scent
the smell
the smoke
the stench

to hit
to knock
to rub
to scratch
to stroke, to caress
to tickle
to touch
TASTE
the appetite
appetizing
bitter
delicious
disgusting
horrible
mouthwatering
salty
sour
spicy
strong
sweet
tart
tasteless
the flavor
the mouth
the saliva
the taste
the taste buds
the tongue
USEFUL VERBS
to chew
to drink
to eat
to gobble(up)
to lick
to salt
to savour
to sip

USEFUL VERBS
to be fragrant
to smell bad
to perfume
to smell
to smell nice
to smell of
to sniff
to stink
USEFUL SENTENCES
It makes my mouth water
I don't usually wear
perfume
I heard something
It feels soft
It smells bad
It smells good
It's dark here
It's stuffy in here
It's tasteless
Look at me
Look at this
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This cake tastes funny
This tea tastes of mint

